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Quarrels in a Crowded Reserve
The Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve project in Honduras
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• Tr y i n g t o ch a n ge a h a n d - o u t
mentality
• H e a d i n g fo r t h e b i g t r e e s
• R i s e a n d f a l l o f a bu t t e r f ly f a r m

Thanks to its isolation, the Miskito Coast harbours
Honduras’s best remaining forests and wetlands.
But while the centres of power have decided that a
substantial part of this precious region is a
biosphere reserve, the centres of commerce are
trying to exploit it, often illegally. Domestic and
international groups are trying to reconcile
protection and exploitation.
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Centres of power versus
centres of commerce
However, few protection measures were taken until
1998, when the state forestry and national park
service established a special Río Plátano regional
office. This agency, AFE-COHDEFOR or Cohdefor,
for short, is now attempting to tackle the threats to
the park. The WWF has supported Cohdefor’s
involvement in the reserve since 1997.
Unlike the other projects of the DGIS-WWF
Tropical Forest Portfolio, the Río Plátano project has
only one WWF representative. The nitty-gritty
fieldwork is carried out by other NGOs. One of these
is World Neighbors Honduras, a branch of a North
American charity network which has been active in
the Río Plátano reserve since 1990. The other is
Mopawi, a regional NGO founded in 1985. Both
partners share the twin goals of economic
development and nature conservation; both seek,
through their activities, to improve people’s living
standards in a sustainable manner. With these
organisations already operating in the Río Plátano
area, it made more sense for the WWF to support
them rather than move in and set up shop for itself.
The WWF also helped to set up the Biosphere
Fund, which provides limited amounts of money - up
to 3,000 dollars - to small activities in the
communities. Backed by four organisations, this
temporary fund is now being transformed into a
▲
permanent foundation.

Far away from the centres of power and commerce, the
Miskito Coast harbours Honduras’s best remaining
forests and wetlands. But while the centres of power have
declared a substantial part of the region a biosphere
reserve, the centres of commerce are trying to exploit it,
often illegally. The WWF is helping other NGOs in their
efforts to reconcile protection and exploitation.
osquitia, also known as the Miskito Coast,
which takes up the eastern half of Honduras’s
Caribbean region, is isolated to a degree not often
found in such densely populated countries as
Honduras. It is no coincidence that Mosquitia is also
home to the largest remaining tracts of forest in the
country, as well as extensive coastal wetlands.
Big parts of the reserve (except for the south) can
only be reached by plane. To get to know the area at
close range, one travels by canoe and on foot. It is the
only way to cross the gloomy mangroves and rich
rainforest vegetation, to see the river turtles and small
crocodiles and to hear the continuous concert of the
birds.
The Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve is, at over
800,000 hectares, the country’s biggest protected
natural area. Proclaimed by the Honduran
government in 1980, it was two years later
recognised as a World Heritage Site by Unesco.
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‘Let’s protect the woods’ the Honduran way
‘No, we haven’t seen any illegal mahogany shipments
here lately.’The guard at the checkpoint near Dulce
Nombre de Culmi, in the southern part of the Río Plátano
reserve, shows us a well-thumbed notebook. It only
contains notes of regular pine loads, with the
corresponding numbers and wood volumes. ‘But we did
confiscate some protected plants and parts of a monkey,’
he adds, desperately trying to underline the usefulness of
his presence.

‘We are still dealing with some critical points,’
José Varela admits later in the tiny village of La
Colonia. Varela is the (southern) regional head of
AFE-COHDEFOR or Cohdefor, the state forestry
and national park service, and, as such, responsible
for the checkpoint. ‘We should install checkpoints on
the secret paths as well,’ he says. ‘But that would
require more guards, and walkie-talkies, and military
to protect the guards. We do not have the means for
all that.’
In fighting illegal wood traffic, Cohdefor
resembles David trying to beat Goliath. The annual
operational budget for the Río Plátano Biosphere
Reserve, at more than 800,000 hectares Honduras’
biggest protected natural area, is about 20,000
dollars, which comes principally from external
donors such as the WWF (the Honduran state spends
some 100,000 dollars a year on salaries). The support
evidenced by the recent appearance of a ‘Lets protect

he checkpoint looks very vulnerable with its
single wooden barriers that are always open. Yet,
the guard claims that illegal mahogany transport has
dropped by 85 percent since the checkpoint was
established here in 1999. The remaining 15 percent,
he says, finds its way out of the reserve on trucks
following shortcuts and secret paths.
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José Varela, (southern) regional head of Cohdefor

Carlos Vijil Moreno, national co-ordinator of
World Neighbors, a non-governmental organisation
covering this part of the reserve, criticises Cohdefor’s
recipe of violence. ‘Their attitude is authoritarian and
threatening. Instead of collaborating with local
groups and people they want to solve conflicts by
force. This strategy causes broad resistance. They
should replace it by a strategy of creating
alternatives, and that is educating the people in using
the land in a more sustainable way.’
But is the problem simply that Cohdefor is
applying the wrong tactics, or is it, much more
seriously, that Cohdefor itself is part of the problem?
In the Honduran daily El Tiempo of March 28, 2001,
auxiliary environmental public prosecutor Elizabeth
Orellana declared that Cohdefor showed ‘little sign
of wanting to collaborate’ in the battle against
deforestation. Three days later, another Honduran
daily, La Prensa, wrote that inhabitants of the region
believed that since Cohdefor had come to the reserve
in 1998, illegal logging had increased rather than
diminished, and that the level of illegal logging was
now as high as before the army sweep.
‘The people in the reserve consider the middlemen
and Cohdefor the main cause of the illegal logging,’
says Adalberto Padilla, technical advisor of Mopawi,
a non-governmental organisation covering Miskitos
in the northern and middle part of the reserve. ‘They
see the trunks floating downstream while Cohdefor
looks the other way. As a kind turn, Cohdefor grants
middlemen the right to extract wood from the forest,
offering them profits comparable with those of drug
traffickers. This not only destroys the rain forest, it
also negatively impacts the social relations in the
area. It introduces a form of social corruption,
forcing people to arm themselves.’
Osvaldo Munguía, executive director of Mopawi
in Honduras, doesn’t believe that this problem can be
solved at the national level alone. ‘International
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Cohdefor
checkpoint at
Dulce Nombre
de Culmi

the woods’ slogan on vehicle number plates across
the country is mainly symbolic. And, given that the
few Cohdefor cars and boats regularly run out of
gasoline because of a lack of money, one might even
describe this particular manifestation of public
anxiety about the Honduran natural heritage as
ironic.
By way of comparison: one illegal truck load of
mahogany is worth almost 5,000 dollars. Before the
checkpoints were installed, during summertime each
day some fifteen trucks left the area, thus in two days
surpassing Cohdefor’s annual budget.
The guards on the trucks also outnumber the
Cohdefor personnel. The forestry and national park
service of Honduras numbers only 32 workers in the
Río Plátano reserve, of whom ten cover the southern
part, where illegal logging is at its height. ‘We could
use another twenty workers,’ admits José Cecilio
Suazo, the Cohdefor reserve administrator. But few
Hondurans are attracted by a regular job in the
region, which is seen as isolated and uncomfortable.
‘People consider Mosquitia the Siberia of Honduras,’
Cohdefor’s regional head, José Varela says. It is also
considered a dangerous place, since the illegal wood
loggers carry AK 47’s, while the Cohdefor personnel
has no arms at all.
The solution? ‘We need a permanent military
presence in the reserve,’ Varela says. ‘It’s the only
way to protect our personnel and to stop the illegal
traffic.’ In December 1999 an army sweep through
the reserve stopped part of the illegal logging. But
its effect was temporary and it came rather late:
some estimates say that at least 40 percent of the
primary forest in the southern zone had already
disappeared, through illegal logging as well as
clearence for agriculture and cattle. Cohdefor itself
says only 25,000 hectares in the whole reserve was
lost since 1995.
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organisations, like the WWF, should make their
support conditional, especially where the
transparency of our government and its institutions is
concerned. This is particular important where illegal
logging is concerned. People are too afraid to harm
our sovereignty. When money is at stake, I can assure
you that pressure helps. To give you one example:

when the German government decided in 1996 to
help to protect the reserve, they demanded its area
should be extended to include the 300,000 hectares
between Río Sigre and Río Patuca. One phone call by
the German ambassador to the president of the
Honduran congress sufficed to achieve that, all
because of the amount of money that was in play.’ ▲

Peoples, plants, animals

© KAREL MEIJER

The Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve, which measures some 8,000 sq. km, is located in eastern
Honduras, on the Caribbean coast. Politically, the area is divided among the provinces of Gracias a
Dios, Colón and Olancho. Much of it is made up of tropical and subtropical rainforest, as well as
lagoons and swamplands. Climate is correspondingly hot and moist. Two rivers, Río Patuca and Río
Paulaya, make up the reserve’s eastern and western boundaries; other rivers include the Río Sikri,
Río Twas, Río Wampu, Crique Uhurukawakana, and, of course, the Río Plátano from which the
reserves has taken its name.
The reserve is very rich in flora and fauna. It numbers 25 different ecosystems (half of Honduras’s
total), 400 species of birds, 200 species of reptiles and amphibians and an impressive quantity of
wildlife, amongst them opossum, various kinds of monkeys, ocelots, puma, jaguars, tapirs and
vampire bats.
There are five ethnic groups living in the Río Plátano biosphere reserve:
• ladinos (mestizos): with 52% (20,800 people) the biggest group. Almost all of them live in the
southern and western part of the reserve and almost all of them have come from other parts of
Honduras during the last decades. Their basic activity is cattle-breeding. They also cultivate coffee
and cocoa for the market.
• Miskitos: with 43% (17,200 people) the second biggest group. This mix of Indians, Africans and
British lives in the central and coastal zone of the reserve. Apart from tourism, they are not marketoriented. They cultivate bananas, yucca, beans, rice and maize, following a rotation system, and do
some fishery, hunting and gathering.
• Garífunas: these descendants of shipwrecked slaves, proceeding from the island of St. Vincent,
make up 3% (1,200 people) of the population. They live exclusively on a small coastal strip in the
north-western part of the reserve. The men are dedicated to fishing, the women to agriculture.
• Pech: small indigenous group (1%, 400 people) living in the central part of the reserve. Activities:
tourism, agriculture, cattle-breeding, hunting and gathering.
• Tawahka: the smallest ethnic group in Honduras, of which 400 (1%) live in the reserve, practising
agriculture, fishery, forestry and tourism.
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Living in a crowded reserve
every day new families arrive in the buffer zone, the
only part of the biosphere reserve that can be reached
over land. They come mostly from the poor southern
part of Honduras, where fertile land is scarce. Many
migrants arrive to do seasonal work like picking
coffee, but finally decide to stay.
The government itself is largely to blame for the
problem of colonisation. At the end of the last
century it proposed removing some 50,000 landless
farmers from other parts of Honduras to the western
bank of the Río Sico. Officially, this area does not
form part of the reserve, but it lies very close to it,
and to the core zone. Following widespread protests
the plan was cancelled, but it still had its effect.
Thousands of poor Hondurans, whose expectation
had been raised, migrated to the zone, and many of
them crossed the river.
Patrolling the boundaries of the reserve, and
especially those of the core zone, is the task of
Cohdefor, the state forestry and national park
service. But before 1998, Cohdefor had no presence
in the reserve. The 32 Cohdefor workers that now
cover the reserve, of whom ten are based in the
southern part, face the task of guarding hundreds of
miles of almost impenetrable land.
Yet, in 2001, Cohdefor started a demarcation
programme (see box), together with an expulsion
programme, directed at the core zone. At that time
some 145 families lived in the core zone in defiance
of laws forbidding residence and tilling the ground.
Rather than simply ordering the families to pack up
and move, Cohdefor tried to seduce them with
departure fees and pieces of land in the buffer zone.
The departure fees were related to the area of land the
colonists tilled (individuals can not own land in the
reserve, it is all the property of Cohdefor). In some
cases, huge amounts of money were at stake.
By July 2001, only a third of the families had left.
One serious obstacle lay in the fact that once
inhabitants of the buffer zone and the Sico-Paulaya
valley realised that a lot was reserved for a core zone
family, they occupied it. Population pressure and
land shortage doesn’t encourage a welcoming
attitude to newcomers. Another problem is the
lawlessness and the lack of administration in the
reserve. One regulation stating that only people who
inhabited the reserve before 1995 can own a house is
widely flouted.
The state has also failed to deal with family
planning issues. Traditionally, family planning is a
sensitive issue in rural zones with a pious Roman
Catholic population, but in remote Mosquita, the

Barren slopes, smoking stumps on burned
soil: especially in the southern and western
part of the biosphere reserve the occasional
visitor can see at a glance the results of one
of the main problems of the Río Plátano
Biosphere reserve — population pressure.
n this so-called buffer zone, vast areas of land are
stripped of almost every kind of vegetation. Illegal
loggers and (in the Sico-Paulaya valley) banana
companies have created barren zones and paths. This
made way for adventurous colonists, who widen the
paths and establish settlements. The settlements
attract more colonists, who multiply and create a
need for more space, thus accelerating the process of
destroying the primeval forest.
The vast majority of the colonists consist of
ladinos (=mestizos), whose main form of livelihood
is cattle-breeding. And paving the way for cattlebreeding, in the ladino vocabulary, means burning
down the jungle.
For a protected natural area, the Río Plátano
Biosphere Reserve is densely populated. Its 832,000
hectares are home to
over 40,000 inhabitants.
That is one part of the
problem. The other part
is that the inhabitants
are not equally
distributed: while
almost nobody lives in
the core zone, the buffer
zone accommodates
more than ten people a
square kilometre. The
third problem is population growth, which, at over
three per cent per annum, is relatively high. The
fourth problem is the ongoing colonisation. Almost

I

Almost every day

new families arrive
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in the buffer zone

Smoking stumps
on barred soil
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School children in Garífuna community, Plaplaya

Honduran government has washed its hands of the
problem entirely. For the most part, the same holds
true of medical assistance in general. Thanks to
Cuban doctors, who arrived after the disaster caused
by Hurricane Mitch in 1998 under an exchange
programme, and foreign relief organisations, the
inhabitants of the reserve have not been entirely
abandoned to their fates.
Particularly in the buffer zone, where population
pressure is at its peak, health committees were filling
the void left by the state. The committees are set up
by non-governmental organisations like World
Neighbors and consist of local volunteers. They visit
people at home and in the local health centres,
providing basic medical information, also about
contraceptives and sterilisation and so on. Recently,
the health centres of the state and the National
Association of Family Planning decided to support
the health committees.
As far as family planning is concerned, the health
committees do not have an easy task. ‘It is still a very
delicate subject,’ says Carlos Vijil Moreno, national
co-ordinator of World Neighbors in Honduras. ‘There
are some persistent myths, like for example that
contraceptives can cause sickness and sterility. Many
men are opposed to their wives using contraceptives,
because they think this will conceal and thus
encourage adultery. Other complications are that the
churches resist family planning and that talking about

QUARRELS IN A CROWDED RESERVE

the subject is still a taboo because of the low levels of
education.’
Because of this, World Neighbors never puts
family planning on the agenda at the outset of a
programme. The American NGO first tries to gain
confidence by providing the communities with
agricultural assistance. ‘Once the people have
accepted us, we start with health promotion activities.
But even then we never begin talking about family
planning just like that. You first discuss nutrition
items and health in general. Only later on can you
carefully touch the subject. Sometimes it takes two or
three years before you reach that point.’
Vijil thinks the World Neighbor programmes have
fundamentally changed the attitude towards family
planning in the buffer zone. ‘More and more people
use contraceptives. I am convinced that this has
affected the birth rate, but we are just starting to
monitor that, so only at the end of the year will we be
sure about that.’
José Transito Rodriguez, a member of the health
committee of Las Marías in the southern part of the
reserve, agrees with Vijil. ‘I see the beginning of
change. Often, it is the women convincing their
husbands of the advantages of family planning. Their
arguments? Having less children means more food to
share, more care for each child, less suffering for the
women and in the end it means also less work for the
▲
men.’
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World Neighbors

Trying to change the
hand-out mentality
Hermelindo Hernandez Ruiz stands on the hilltop where
he has built his little wooden house. Apart from some
barren slopes, resembling open wounds in the lush
landscape, the view is stunning. Coffee-trees, maize,
yucca, fruit-trees and flowers surround the house, where
Hermelindo’s wife Analicia prepares us a drink. His four
children, Soraya, Francisco, Angel Samuel and Eduin, are
playing and laughing. Life seems to be good here in La
Felicidad (The Felicity), a tiny community of 21 houses
scattered over the hills in the southern part of the reserve.

easy for him. To build his house, he could only use
materials available on the hilltop. Getting to shops
and schools is a major effort. After an hour-long
descent from the hill, it is a four-hour drive to the
nearest town, and Hermelindo has no means of
transport. The beans he planted did not take root. And
to make things worse, one of his children became
malnourished. The doctor said the child needed milk,
so Hermelindo tried to buy a cow, but he didn’t have
enough money. Then World Neighbors came into his
life.
World Neighbors agreed a financial scheme with
Hermelindo, enabling him to buy the cow. One of the
conditions was that he would pass on the new born
calves to other families. The NGO, supported by the
WWF, thus ensures that the whole community profits
from a loan, not just one family.
World Neighbors also helped Hermelindo
construct a latrine, which is important in stopping
the spread of diseases, and gave him agricultural
advice. For example, they taught him how to sow in
such a way as to prevent erosion, making use of the
natural contour lines. Last but not least, he and
Analicia got involved in family planning, which
made them decide that four children was enough for
them.
Are there any wishes remaining? ‘I would very
much like to have solar energy and running water
over here,’ Hermelindo says. ‘But one solar panel
costs at least 20,000 lempiras (1300 dollars), and I
haven’t got that.’
Is World Neighbors considering support for this
project as well? ‘First Hermelindo has to raise his
income,’ says Lorenzo Hernandez, co-ordinator of
the NGO in the reserve. ‘He could do that by turning
to organic coffee cultivation. That is not impossible,
because Hermelindo, like many coffee farmers in the
area, does not use any chemicals, but he still has to be
certified.’
World Neighbors has been working in this part of
the reserve for ten years. The organisation intended
to leave the southern zone (probably moving to the
La Llorona region, elsewhere in the reserve) by the
end of 2001, in compliance with its belief that after a
certain period inevitably lethargy sets in. Originally,
the fifty-year-old American NGO, present in

ermelindo is one of thousands of migrants who
came here from the south of Honduras. He came
to pick coffee five years ago, and stayed. Although he
is still happy about that decision, life has not been
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Hermelindo Hernandez Ruiz on his land, La Felicidad
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some of the themes that are dealt with in the health
committees.
At the beginning of a programme, World
Neighbors employs promoters from outside the
region. But after two or three years the organisation
usually incorporates local promoters. This is in order
to help achieve one of its main goals: strengthening
local leadership. ‘We are simply not able to lead
enterprises or co-operatives,’ says Carlos Vijil, the
national co-ordinator of World Neighbors in
Honduras. ‘The people have to do that themselves.’
With regard to self-help, World Neighbors had an
interesting experience in Las Marías, Culmi, where it
helped establish an agro-forestry co-operative,
Coaflorpla. Founded in 1994, Coaflorpla now has
143 members. Alongside cultivating and selling

Honduras since 1981, concentrated on promoting
sustainable agriculture. Later on, it also adopted
preventive health care and family planning as major
concerns.
The World Neighbors programmes place a strong
emphasis on self-organisation. The population is
encouraged to organise itself into local committees,
consisting of volunteers, who are assisted by
professional promoters. Most of the committees
cover agriculture, health or water. In the agricultural
committees, the farmers get sowing advice and are
taught to fight crop and livestock diseases in an
environmentally friendly way. The water committees
occupy themselves with the construction of taps and
waterworks in remote communities. First aid,
nutrition, family planning and public hygiene are

A sudden encounter with two orange rings
Visitors hiking through the Río
Plátano Biosphere Reserve who
comes across a small concrete post
with a metal plate on it, or two orange
rings on a tree, know they are
approaching the core zone, where
living and working is prohibited.
Sometimes they are permitted to
continue, sometimes they must turn
back (parts of the core zone are
totally closed for ecological or
research reasons): the metal plate
will inform them. Where entry is
permitted, they must obey some
obvious rules, like not leaving any
rubbish or destroying anything.
The Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve
is in fact just a line on the map.You
can be in it without even knowing it.
There are no fences around it and
very few signs. Even the locals
sometimes have to guess where they
are and what is and what is not
allowed (this depends on the zone).
For this reason, Cohdefor, the state
forestry and national park service,
started a demarcation programme in
2001.
The first stage consists of
demarcating the core zone of the
reserve, where almost all human
activities are banned. At strategic
points, which are determined by a
government decree of 1997,
Cohdefor personnel have placed

small concrete posts, each bearing a
metal plate indicating that the core
zone starts beyond this point. Near
those posts, trees are marked with
two orange rings. Cohdefor also
started a campaign aiming at
informing the people living close to
the core zone about the importance
of the demarcation process and the
conservation of the reserve.
This first phase began in the
southern part of the reserve, in May
2001. It is expected to finish at the
beginning of 2002. In July 2001,
Cohdefor had demarcated some 25
kilometres out of a total of 90. The
rough terrain makes the job difficult: it
can take five days to reach some
points, especially in the Sico zone.
The second stage will involve
marking out the buffer zone in the
south and west of the reserve. After
this, it will be the turn of the cultural
zone (in the middle, north and east of
the reserve) and finally of the marine
zone (the reserve stretches out a
couple of kilometres into the
Caribbean Sea). When all zones are
demarcated, every visitor, no matter
from which direction they enter, will
know whether they are inside or
outside the reserve.
But the inhabitants are not
completely satisfied with this. They
also want the different zones of land
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use to be distinguished, so that
they know exactly which activities
are allowed in which area. These
zones emanate from Cohdefor’s
Plan de Manejo, a development
plan from September 2000 that
regulates the human activities in the
reserve. The plan introduced three
kinds of subzones within the buffer
zone and the cultural zone: a zone
of multiple use, situated close to the
rivers and devoted to agriculture,
cattle-breeding and forestry; a zone
of extensive use, situated between
the zones of multiple use and the
core zone, where only fishing,
hunting and gathering is allowed;
and a zone of special use,
indicating that there are particular
ecological, cultural or
archaeological values at stake.
Indicating the subzones does not
form part of Cohdefor’s demarcation
programme. But in the middle of
2001, people within the state forestry
and national park service involved in
demarcation activities tended to
favour it, because they believe that
local participation is key to the
success of the programme. Small
scale participation is already taking
place. In some communities, people
have made signs with information
about the community and its
surroundings and the distance to the
core zone. Cohdefor provided the
means for this.
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Working on the fields of La Felicidad

coffee, the co-operative started a small cheesemaking plant and initiated a forestry and a transport
project. This latter turned out to be a very
complicated venture. Private transport concerns
resisted the project and tensions rose to such a point
that one of the persons involved died in a clash. At
the moment, a Coaflorpla bus links Las Marías with
the city of Catacama on a daily basis, contributing
very much to the opening up and the development of
the community.
But the success of Coaflorpla has its darker side.
‘It is easy to start a co-operative venture,’ says Carlos
Vijil. ‘But after a while, you discover that you don’t
know anything about leading an enterprise. In that
sense, Coaflorpla has thrown us back, because we
were rudely confronted with our own commercial
shortcomings. But that doesn’t mean that we
shouldn’t have done it: the experience as a whole has
been too valuable.’
The co-ordinator of World Neighbors within the
reserve, Lorenzo Hernandez, is convinced that the
ten-year presence of his organisation has left
indelible traces. ‘The mentality of the people has
changed. They have stopped cutting and burning
down the woods and they have their own
organisations now, like Coaflorpla and the
committees. I am almost sure these will continue to
exist after our departure.’
He also sees a weak point. ‘The people still wait
for hand-outs from outside instead of beginning their
own initiatives.’
Carlos Vijil agrees with this assessment. ‘There is
a persistent gift mentality, which has been fuelled by
donors in the region. They sometimes need to spend a
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certain amount of money and then just dump it in a
community. This confirms the dependence of the
people. The first thing you hear them say is: ‘We
need credits.’ But it is much more important that they
strengthen their own capacity.’
Not only the mentality of the people, but also the
kind of assistance has to change. With the increase of
commercial activities, there is a growing need for
financial institutions, Vijil has discovered.
Commercial banks are not interested in the smallscale economies of remote areas like Mosquitia, so
funding such an institution could be a future task for
non-governmental organisations like World
Neighbors.
Furthermore, a regional body is needed to
facilitate the exchange of experiences in the reserve.
In 2000, a federation of local development councils
was founded, but Vijil is not optimistic about its
success. ‘It has just started. Besides, the
communication within a regional body is very
complicated. There is no telephone in the reserve and
some federation members have to walk six hours to
catch a bus that rides once a day and doesn’t always
run. So it is almost impossible to have regular
meetings.’
Vijil ends his evaluation with a point of selfcriticism. ‘We did not comply with our aim that all
our promoters should be replaced by local people. I
honestly don’t know why this did not happen. Maybe
it is because the locals all have their own little farm
or piece of land, so they do not need to work for a
salary. In that sense, working in a region with many
landless people would be easier for us.’
▲
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Rise and fall of a butterfly farm

large, brightly coloured
butterfly lands on a tree
next to us. Eddy Bodden
quietly walks towards it.
Approaching the butterfly
from behind, he opens his right
hand and catches it from above
just as it tries to escape.
You don’t need to listen to Eddy Bodden to know he is a
butterfly expert. Seeing him catch one with his own hands which is not as easy as it seems - is enough.
But Eddy Bodden is also able to talk about butterflies, for
as long as you want, describing their appearance and living
conditions and mentioning their full Latin names. And he is
able to talk about a butterfly farm - both about its rise and,
unfortunately, its fall.
It is a bit of a strange story, the one of the butterfly farm in
Raista, a small coastal community in the Río Plátano
Biosphere Reserve. It was once considered a classical
success story by Mopawi, the development organisation that
helped to finance the farm with a 300,000 lempiras (20,000
dollars) credit. But in the end something went wrong - and so
far nobody knows exactly what or why.
The butterfly farm was set up in 1995 by Roberto
Gallardo, a Peace Corps volunteer. When he left in May
1996, Gallardo put Eddy Bodden, a former lobster-diver, in
charge. The farm’s main product was not the butterflies, as
one might expect, but the pupas. In a reproduction room,
eight species of butterflies mated and laid eggs. The eggs
were taken to a breeding room, where the caterpillars were
hatched. Fed with leaves, these grew up, spinning their
cocoons. Wrapped in cotton and toilet paper, the pupas were
exported to zoological gardens in San Diego and Denver in
the United States. There, they emerged to entertain the
visitors.
In its heyday, the butterfly farm earned some 5,000 dollars
a year exporting pupas. In addition, some 600 tourists visited
the farm on a yearly basis, not only paying for guided tours,
but also buying T-shirts and caps. It made the farm a very
promising initiative.
But now, nobody is at work in the reproduction room or
the breeding room. Dead butterflies are scattered over the
ground, the fine netting is torn. And Eddy Bodden is not
allowed to enter.

He still does not understand
what happened exactly. ‘At
first, the farm belonged to
Mopawi. But in 2000 it was to
be transferred to my family,
that is to say, to my sister,
because she owns the premises.
We signed an agreement, saying
that I would take care of the technical part and she of the
administrative part. I would be her employee, earning 2,000
lempiras (133 dollars) a month plus twenty per cent of the
sales. But she never paid me. And when I complained about
that, she got mad. I decided to retreat from the farm, but I
wanted to share my knowledge with my brother and my
sister’s son. But they also got mad and then we broke up.’
In mid 2001, exports had stopped completely and the
butterfly farm no longer received any visitors. This meant a
serious set-back for the small community of Raista, because
apart from the four workers at the farm, boatmen, cooks and
innkeepers also relied heavily on the butterfly business.
Rumours circulated that the family wanted to change the
farm into a lodge or sell it.
Bodden does not want to know anymore. He is busy
starting his own butterfly farm, situated a few hundred yards
from the old one. Bodden has already cleared the terrain and
is now looking for netting. ‘If you have all the materials, it is
a matter of months before you get a new farm started,’ he
assures us. ‘The problem is in the plants you need. It takes a
lot of time before they are big enough, so instead of sowing
seeds you should buy mature plants. But then you run the risk
of introducing diseases. It takes some time to solve this
problem. So I expect the new farm will start at the earliest in
2002.’
Mopawi has observed the closing of the butterfly farm
with surprise. ‘We tried to mediate between Eddy and his
sister,’ says Harlan Rivas, director of Mopawi’s Río Plátano
programme. ‘We even thought we had reached an agreement,
but it was not complied with, and then the family broke up.
What does it prove? That not everything works out fine
immediately. But the idea of establishing a butterfly farm did
not die. We now know it is a profitable concept. Maybe it will
take thirty years, but I am convinced Raista will have its
successful butterfly farm one day.’
▲
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Los Miskitos Indian settlement

Mopawi sends high-ranking
delegates to Las Delícias
committee of Las Delícias and nearby Las Brisas
(The Breezes). The committee was recently formed
with the help of regional development organisation
Mopawi. Its main goal is the construction of
waterworks to supply the houses with drinking water
from the Antigual river. At the moment, the drinking
water comes from wells, which dry up during the
summer.
The presence of Mopawi should not be taken for
granted. This non-governmental organisation started
its activities in 1985 in the central and northern parts
of the reserve which are mainly inhabited by
Miskitos. Mopawi is short for Mosquitia Pawisa,
meaning ‘development of Mosquitia’ in Miskito
language.
It was only in the 1990s that Mopawi entered the

Sixteen men and two women have gathered around the
little school that was built in 1998 with government
support. It is the only public building in Las Delícias, a
delightful - and Las Delícias means ‘The Delights’– little
community of 46 houses in the western (Sico-Paulaya)
part of the Río Plátano biosphere reserve.
lthough people have been living here for a long
time, it is quite a remote spot. From Palacios, the
‘gateway’ to Sico-Paulaya, you have to travel four
hours in canoe, two hours in a four-wheel-drive over
a very muddy track full of potholes, followed by one
hour on a muleback crossing dense woods and fast
running rivers.
The men and women are members of the water
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Sico-Paulaya zone, where the vast majority of the
population consists of mestizos. Being considered an
indigenous organisation intent on stopping the
(mestizo) colonisation of the reserve, Mopawi was
given a hostile reception. It had particular problems
working in Sico, a frontier town where cattlebreeders, loggers and landless farmers confront each
other continually. When lawlessness was at its peak
(a park guard was murdered and the local sheriff and
his aids were intimidated into withdrawal) Mopawi
decided to leave the zone, for the safety of its
personnel.
But the development organisation is back, taking
advantage of a relatively calm period in the zone. It
now concentrates on managing river-basins, which
includes mapping the area and organising the
communities. River basins have strategic importance
in such a densely populated area where cattlebreeding and agriculture are the main sources of
income. Elmer Ocampo, working for Mopawi in
Sico, has made numerous trips to the Antigual. With
the support of the people of Las Delícias and Las
Brisas he has drafted a map of the basin, which
includes all the houses, family names, land use, and
so on.
To underline the significance of its return to the
region, Mopawi has sent high ranking delegates to
the meeting: Harlan Rivas, director of Mopawi’s Río
Plátano programme, and Osvaldo Munguía,
executive director of Mopawi in Honduras.
Munguía starts the meeting by thanking the people
for coming and stressing the importance of water and
waterworks. ‘Your children will certainly appreciate
this.’
The plan of the water committee is simple: it
wants to build a dam in the river, install a big tank
and connect it to the houses with pipes. The budget
for the project is estimated at 475,000 lempiras
(32,000 dollars). Mopawi and other organisations
have been asked to contribute the finance, the people
of Las Delícias themselves will carry out the work.
The project will not just help the community, the
environment also stands to benefit. When people
depend on (drinking) water from the river, they will
be more inclined to protect the basin from colonists
and pollution. In this case, the conservation of the
core zone is at stake as well, because that is where the
Antigual river rises. As one farmer puts it: ‘We still
don’t know exactly where the core zone begins, but
we do know that we live close by. And we want it to
be protected , because that is where our water is
coming from.’
Osvaldo Munguía wants to know what other
benefits the core zone brings. As in a school class, the
farmers raise their hands. ‘Oxygen,’ one says.
‘Nature,’ adds another. ‘Life, for our children.’And

Meeting of the water committee, Las Delicias

does the word ‘sustainable’ mean anything to them?
‘Isn’t that when you use things of the earth instead of
buying all kinds of liquids?’
The subject moves to ecotourism. One farmer
knows a definition of it. ‘Ecotourism is when people
pay to have a look at the plants and the animals.’ The
farmers start chuckling. They find it funny that
someone would give you money for things you are
surrounded with and that are free. And how to initiate
such a thing when no single tourist has ever visited
Las Delícias before?
Rivas and Munguía propose a visit to Las Marías,
which of all communities in the reserve has most
experience with ecotourism. Although reactions to
the proposal are rather modest, the interest in this
possible new source of income is clearly perceptible.
‘This really was a break-through,’ Munguía says
later on, sitting in the canoe that is taking us back to
Palacios. ‘It proves tensions have lessened in the Sico
region and that we could achieve a lot of progress
here.’
He is happy with the founding of the water
committee in Las Delícias. ‘It could be the starting
point of a process of more organisation and
development. But it carries a risk in it as well,
because the committee needs to collect money to
maintain the waterworks. And a common cash-box,
if it is not properly managed, often leads to conflicts.
So they are at a critical stage, and help from outside
is now very much needed. That is why we are coming
in now.’
Building bridges and winning the faith of people.
That is what the work of Mopawi is all about, says
Adalberto Padilla, technical advisor of Mopawi, in
the Tegucigalpa headquarters of the organisation.
The work of Mopawi started in the 1980s, with
providing assistance to the 40,000 Miskitos who fled
Nicaragua during the clash between Sandinistas and
their Contra adversaries. At first, Mopawi
concentrated on relief and agriculture. Nowadays it
also embraces environmental issues, land rights and
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World Neighbors (see separate story), Mopawi is
confronted with its limitations when dealing with
small enterprises. More and more inhabitants of the
reserve are trying to make a living by starting a small
shop or trading-company. Mopawi provides them
with technical assistance and has helped establish
some local community banks. ‘But we are not fully
equipped for this,’ Osvaldo Munguía admits. ‘You
need regional development banks that are able to
finance bigger projects, like infrastructural works. In
due time, the commercial banks will pick up this
issue, but in the mean time we should start regional
financial schemes ourselves, to avoid widening the
gap between the rich and the poor.’
Evaluating Mopawi’s fifteen year presence in the
reserve, Adalberto Padilla mentions one major point
of self-criticism. ‘We have not been able to motivate
enough people to work for us. When we attract
personnel from outside the reserve, they often quit
after a year or so, because of the isolation and the bad
living conditions. Many times they only accept the
job because it is good for their curriculum vitae. Now
we are concentrating more on finding local people to
work for us. And that is beginning to show an
impact.’
▲

LAURA VILNITZKY STRUSBERG

bilingual education. Twenty schools in the reserve
offer education in Spanish as well as Miskito. The
teachers often cover subjects with which the
communities are dealing directly, such as the
possible extinction of the green iguana.
Mopawi has helped to close the gap that existed
between the people and institutions such as Cohdefor
and the municipalities, Padilla says. Moreover, it
showed people that they form part of the Río Plátano
biosphere reserve themselves. ‘In the beginning you
really had to explain to them what the reserve was all
about. They would point at the offices, saying: that’s
where the reserve people are.’
Following Padilla, the Mosquitians are not directly
opposed to protecting the environment. ‘They only
ask this one question: what’s in it for me?’
Environmental politics should be directed more
towards the cultural zone, where the indigenous
groups live, Padilla stresses. ‘Many efforts are now
concentrated on the core zone. But of the 36
ecosystems in the reserve, only three are to be found
in the core zone. The others are situated in the
cultural zone. And some are quite unique, like the
pine savannah. So I always say: protecting the
reserve is not only protecting the core zone.’
Just like the other WWF-partner in the reserve,

Río Plátano
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Ancestral rock drawings, Río Plátano

Heading for the big trees
It is no wonder the Mosquitians came up
with the idea of making a living with
ecotourism. Quietness and untouched nature
are as scarce in the western world as
television sets and telephones are in
Mosquitia.

heart of the reserve. The coastal ribbon development
is quickly replaced by wilderness. Now the only
signs of life are desolate settlements, some pipantes
(small cayucos) piled with wood or bananas, and an
alligator taking a sun-bath.
Despite its isolation, Mosquitia has had its
visitors. Apart from the Spanish, the British occupied
it for a long time. They mixed quite well with the
(Spanish-hating) Miskitos, leaving, along with their
graves and cannons, British family names. A
Scotsman, Gregor MacGregor, proclaimed the
fictitious nation of Poyais in the nineteenth century,
which turned out to be a cover for an attempt to cheat
investors and colonists. Through the ages, Mosquitia
has lured adventurers and writers, like Paul Theroux,
whose famous novel ‘Mosquito Coast’ contributed to

agoons, mangroves, little creeks, pile-dwellings,
women washing clothes in the river, bathing
children... from the cayuco (an excavated trunk with
an outboard motor) it looks as if we are crossing a
sort of tropical Venice. We are heading for ‘the big
trees’, as one local puts it. This means navigating the
Río Plátano upstream, to the primeval forest in the

L
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because they find
the somewhat
their guide
mysterious image of
inexperienced, or
the region.
want specialised
But until recently,
guides, for example
a tourist was a rarity
because they are
in Mosquitia. ‘Now
interested in birdand then someone
watching. Therefore,
from abroad visited
some twenty guides
us,’ remembers
underwent training
Martin Herrera,
by regional
president of the
development
ecotourism
organisation
committee of jungle
Mopawi and the
village Las Marías.
Honduran school of
‘We offered them a
tourism. These
sleeping-place in the
primary guides can
church and took them
find their way in the
for a boat-trip on the
jungle, are able to
Río Plátano. But that
distinguish most
was it.’
animals and know
Las Marías is a
how to give first aid,
collection of pileamong other things.
dwellings, spaciously
At present, the
built in a big bend of
ecotourism
the Río Plátano, six
Canoe between the mangroves.
committee basically
hours upstream. It is
offers river and
a bicultural rarity,
jungle trips. A popular trip takes visitors to the
because Miskitos and Pech live side by side here,
petroglyphs, a couple of rock carvings, some hours
while in the rest of Mosquitia the ethnic groups all
up the Río Plátano. The place is called Walpa ulban
have their own settlements. Electricity, gas, running
sirpi or ‘little carved rock’. An old myth says that
water, roads and motorised traffic are absent. Once
somewhere around here the ‘white city’ is situated,
the snorting of the outboard motor has ebbed away,
an indigenous settlement built hundreds or even
only the sounds of dogs, children and birds are to be
thousands years ago, that has never been uncovered.
heard.
The petroglyphs could be the work of the same
In 1995 an ecotourism committee was established
people.
at Las Marías. Its history went back to 1994, when
The guides also take visitors up the river for five
local guides had an argument with a group of
days, penetrating deep into the core zone, where
tourists. The group was dissatisfied with the service
there is no evidence of human activity at all. Night
the guides had provided and wanted to pay just one
trips are also possible, giving tourists a better chance
third of the previously agreed price. The incident
to experience wildlife. On request (mostly by
ended with the wave of a machete and a snatched
scientists) special trips are arranged for watching
video camera.
birds, examining plants or trying to catch a glimpse
Although the tourists finally paid in full, the
of the mysterious white jaguar, whose very existence
guides realised that the time had come for tourism to
is disputed.
be more professionally organised. With the help of a
Tourism is still in its infancy in Las Marías. In
Peace Corps volunteer working with Mopawi, Erik
1996, one year after the founding of the ecotourism
A. Nielsen, the ecotourism committee was set up. It
committee, 155 tourists visited the jungle village,
now comprises a nine person board and 106 guides rising to 449 in 1998. But the next year the number
at least one for every family in Las Marías. The
dropped to 102, due to hurricane Mitch. By mid
guides take turns according to a schedule that is
2001, the ecotourism committee had reported 535
managed by the ecotourism committee. This
visitors, a promising increase, although few tourists
guarantees all families more or less equal profits,
visit Mosquitia in the wet second half of the year.
although the three families that own lodges make the
It is somewhat unclear how much the inhabitants of
most out of tourism.
Las Marías earn through tourism. The tariff for a
There has been some discussion about the
guide is fixed at 100 lempiras (7 dollars) a day, and on
schedule. Some tourists are still complaining,
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Rock carvings at Walpa ulban sirpi.

BUREAU M&O

reject expanding its services, it carefully guards the
a typical river trip, two tourists are accompanied by
limits of what it offers. Establishing a big hotel with a
three guides. But it is not known how many tourists
bar and Internet services is out of the question, for
made how many trips, nor how many people stayed
example. But increasing stocks in the stores (they
how many nights at the lodges in a year. According to
now offer only soft drinks and candies) and
the ecotourism committee, profits in the first half of
improving the lodges (introducing wire-blinds,
2001 rose to 20,000 dollars. But former Peace Corps
among other things) are commonly felt necessities.
volunteer Erik A. Nielsen, who recently returned as a
The inhabitants are also considering offering more
researcher for Idaho University, comes up with much
varied meals instead of serving beans, rice, meat and
higher figures. He estimates that Las Marías earned
fried bananas three times a day.
96,000 dollars in 2000, double the income from
But other ideas still divide the community. One
tourism in the coastal zone.
tour operator suggested installing temporary blinds,
However, the growth of this new source of
enabling tourists to watch wildlife eating their crops.
incomes is controlled. The ecotourism committee
Although he wanted to pay for this, for many
only wants to do business with a selected group of
inhabitants this was too great a violation of the
tour operators (most of them situated in coastal town
simple rule that always dominated their thinking:
La Ceiba) that fully respect its wishes. This
‘keep wildlife outside the village’.
automatically means a selection of visitors. These are
Nielsen praises the supply-side management and
mostly nature-loving, reasonably adventurous,
the controlled
young men
approach of the
between twenty
ecotourism
and thirty years of
committee. ‘Slow
age, although
and steady growth
sometimes a
over time has
family (but never
allowed local
with kids under
communities to
eight years)
adapt to this new
comes along.
economic
‘And not so long
opportunity and
ago, we even had
develop the
a pregnant
organisational
woman visiting
structures,
us,’ says Martin
services and
Herrera.
infrastructures
Although the
necessary to attend
ecotourism
Guesthouse in Las Marías, Río Plátano.
to ecotourists’ needs
committee does not
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now and in the near
future.’
Osvaldo Munguía,
executive director of
regional development
organisation Mopawi,
agrees. ‘Ecotourism has
put the people of Las
Marías in contact with
the marketplace for the
first time. It has forced
them to organise
themselves and to
reflect on their skills and the quality of their services,
which wasn’t necessary as long as they practised
self-supporting agriculture only.’ Giving carte
blanche to the big commercial tour operators would

not be profitable for Las Marías, Munguía thinks.
‘That would lead to the destruction of their natural
resources, and those are the very sources of their
success. It would also threaten the unity of the
community. Maybe some people would profit
enormously, but not the community as a whole, as is
the case at the moment.’
Nielsen thinks the Las Marías experience serves
as a model for the whole reserve. Although
ecotourism should be community based,
biosphere-wide planning is recommended, he
says. He also suggests combining old and new
ways of making a living. Hunting, for example,
should not be banned but rather managed, which
means that hunters should be able to take tourists
into the jungle.
▲

LAURA VILNITZKY STRUSBERG

Through the ages,
Mosquitia has
lured adventurers
and writers
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Some think that here lies one of the major sources
of conflict within the reserve. ‘Since the land is
indirectly owned by the state, everyone thinks they
can invade the reserve and make use of it,’ says
Osvaldo Munguía, executive director of development
organisation Mopawi. ‘Cohdefor does not take any
action against them. We even think they stimulate the
colonisation of the reserve, because they favour
agricultural development instead of environmental
protection. But this policy is a big mistake. All of
Honduras is not suitable for agriculture. It is a land of
woods and mountains, with only a thin layer of fertile
soil. At the most, twenty per cent of the land can be
used for agricultural purposes. And in the Río
Plátano biosphere reserve, with its unique
ecosystems, it is even less.’
For this reason, Mopawi and other nongovernmental organisations in Mosquitia are fighting
relentlessly for the land rights of the inhabitants. ‘In
the past, this has never been a serious issue,’
remembers Munguía. ‘We introduced it at the end of
the 1980s, and since then it moved from Mosquitia to
other parts of the country.’
The discussion is not whether the inhabitants
should have land rights, it is about which rights they
should have. Organisations like Mopawi and Rayaka
(Miskito for ‘life’) think the land should first be
transferred to the communities, and later, to the
individual inhabitants. But this process should be
conditional: only the original inhabitants (and
colonists who entered before 1997, when
immigration was officially prohibited) should be
entitled to own land, and they should not be allowed
to sell it. ‘Only then people can protect and defend
their land with the help of the national laws,’ says
Munguía.
But Cohdefor has other plans. ‘As far as we are
concerned, we only consider giving the communities
the right of usufruct to the land, not the right to own
it,’ says José Cecilio Suazo, Cohdefor’s reserve
administrator. ‘The government decree says our
ownership is inalienable. Changing that is a political
question. Politicians can decide to allow a
conditional transfer of ownership rights, for
example.’
Donaldo Allen, president of Rayaka, thinks he
knows why Cohdefor does not want to transfer its
titles: ‘Some people say it is because they have
promised pieces of land to powerful friends. It could
also have to do with the illegal logging and the
money Cohdefor receives from middlemen. When
they lose control over the reserve, they also lose this
source of income.’ Having the right to use the land is
not enough as far as Rayaka is concerned. ‘User titles
can be withdrawn, owner titles can not,’Allen
explains.

LAURA VILNITZKY STRUSBERG

Land quarrels

Garífuna children, Plaplaya

Who owns the land in the Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve?
Even within the reserve not everybody knows. This lack of
knowledge is often abused. People, for example, try to sell
land to each other, or to newcomers.
ut this is not possible, for a very simple reason:
all land is owned by Cohdefor. Until 1997, the
land was owned directly by the state. But in that year,
following a government decree, the entire reserve
was transferred to the state forestry and national park
service.

B
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José Cecilio Suazo, the Cohdefor reserve administrator

that he can stay on his land will not invest in it.
The land issue divides the peoples living in the
reserve as well. Traditionally, there have been furious
clashes between indigenous groups and the ladino
colonists. Especially in the western part of the
reserve, many of the original inhabitants have been
expelled by colonists. With the help of Rayaka and
Mopawi, committees in custody of the land are being
formed.

Cohdefor isn’t quarrelling with the NGOs alone
on the land issue, it is opposed by the National
Institute of Agriculture, INA. The Institute favours
entitling the Mosquitians to own the land. Outside
the reserve, the institute is leading a campaign, which
stimulates farmers to claim their ownership rights.
Underlying the campaign is the belief that clarity and
tranquillity with respect to the land issue favour
agricultural productivity. A farmer who is not sure

COZOB: regulating or manipulating?
In the past, land disputes within the reserve were dealt with informally, by talking or, in the worst case,
by violence. Cohdefor has tried to change this by establishing a number of COZOBs, local committees
with a co-ordinating and conflict resolving task. They comprise the local mayor, three or four chosen
citizens, a representative of an NGO, a local police officer, a local teacher and a representative of a
local co-operative or enterprise. They are expected to meet three times a year.
Most of the inhabitants and NGO’s are very dissatisfied with the COZOBs.‘The informal conflict
resolving of the past worked out much better,’ says Adalberto Padilla, technical adviser of Mopawi.
‘Look at the invasions for example. Since the COZOBs were established, more colonists than ever
have entered the reserve.’
‘The COZOBs hardly function,’ comments Donaldo Allen of Rayaka.‘And its noticeable that their
members are quite uncritical. Troublesome people like me were never invited to form part of a
COZOB.’
According to Allen, one of the major problems in the reserve is a lack of information and participation.
He considers Cohdefor’s Plan de Manejo, a development plan that regulates the human activities in
the reserve, a fine example of this.‘The inhabitants of the reserve were consulted for this plan. But at
the moment of truth, our comments were not integrated. The things we came up with are not in the
plan. Besides, the plan was never presented to us. Of the people I know, 99.9 % do not know the plan,
and nobody has a copy. This must change. Let people really participate, let them be informed. The
community has to decide, not just a few people. At the moment, they are just stealing our ideas.’
(Some time after Allen said this, the plan was officially presented and distributed to the people
concerned in the reserve - almost a year after it had been issued.)
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The latest clash is
between garífunas
(maroons) and the
other peoples in the
reserve. The
garífunas, who are
sea-oriented, live on a
small strip of land
between the lagoons
and the sea, in the
north-western part of
the reserve. But a
leading garífuna
organisation, Odeco,
recently claimed all
the land between their
coastal settlements
and the core zone.
This extensive
territory is mainly
inhabited by Miskitos.
Rayaka, an umbrella
organisation for all the
peoples in the reserve,
fiercely opposed this
proposal. ‘The
garífunas hardly realise
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Donaldo Allen, president of Rayaka

that there are Miskito
settlements in the area
they claim. They are
not even able to
pronounce the names
of those settlements,’
says Donaldo Allen,
with indignation.
Rayaka wants
Cohdefor to transfer
the titles to the
indigenous
communities as a
whole. Together they
should divide the land,
respecting the rights of
the people that are
actually living on the
land or using it.
According to Donaldo
Allen, the Odeco point
of view does not hold,
since there has never
been any garífuna
presence in the area
claimed by Odeco.
▲

In Batalla, the land belongs to the women
ut while working together is not uncommon in
fisheries, in agriculture it is highly unusual. Until
six years ago, that is. Then a group of women in
Batalla decided to join forces. With financial help
from the Biosphere Fund, which aims at supporting
local initiatives, and operational assistance by
Mopawi, they planted orange and pineapple
seedlings on a 1.5 hectare field just outside the
village and started some other initiatives.
Not everything worked out. The well dug by the
women ran dry, they applied fertiliser incorrectly,
the plants were attacked by red ants and the
burden of the work was not always equally
divided. On top of this, once the fruit was ready to
be harvested, it was subject to large scale theft.
‘We thought we were going to harvest some 700
or 800 pineapples this year,’ says Sulman Morales,
co-ordinator of the women’s group. ‘But in the
end, it won’t be more than a 100.’ To make things
worse, even the oranges, which are still green, are
being stolen. ‘It is pure vandalism,’ Morales
complains. ‘You can’t do anything with green
oranges. I think it is youngsters coming from
other communities who are doing this. It makes

BUREAU M&O
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Sulma Morales,
coordinator of
the women’s
group in Batalla

On arriving in the garífuna community of
Batalla, the first thing one notices is the
strict partition of tasks. The men are busy
repairing or building fishing-boats, the
women are working in their shops or on the
land. It is as if the sea belongs to the men
and the land to the women.
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me very sad, because it is not worth the effort
working like this.’
At the beginning, the women’s group numbered 18
members, now they are 28. There are some men
cultivating cocoa in Batalla. They can join the group
if they want, but they refuse to, Morales says. She
does not know why. Nor do the men make use of the
small communal bank that was founded by Mopawi.
‘Thank goodness for that,’ Morales comments,
‘because women are much more responsible when
dealing with money. They spend it on their houses
and children, not on alcohol.’

The women’s group also built an oven, to bake
bread and biscuits. But it was destroyed by hurricane
Mitch. Their dream for the near future is to have
some extra land, to cultivate coconuts and hardwood.
The women are also thinking of promoting
ecotourism. ‘It would be nice when tourists get to
know our culture, our food, dances and so on,’
Morales says. ‘We heard ecotourism is a success in
Las Marías. We would like to establish a committee
for that and to let the guides take turns, like in Las
Marías. Mopawi has already conducted a feasibility
study on the subject, which turned out positive.’ ▲

The DGIS-WWF Río Plátano project objectives
• To create and fortify the local
institutional and
organisational capacity and
policy framework necessary
for the long-term
conservation and
management of the area’s
natural resources.
• To develop a training and
extension capability and
infrastructure in critical
hotspots in the region.
• To develop and disseminate
ecologically-sound,
economically-feasible and
culturally-acceptable

development alternatives
with local communities.
• To foment effective coordination among NGOs,
government authorities, and
local communities toward
improved management of the
Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve
and its areas of influence in
North-eastern Honduras.
• To catalyse increased local
participation in the
development of policies and
practices for protected area
and natural resource
conservation.

• To strengthen capacity
through training and
extension for promoting
environmentally-sound
economic development
alternatives.
• To develop technological
alternatives to slash-andburn agriculture, extensive
cattle ranching, and
unsustainable fishing
practices.
• To develop a pilot
community-based forest
management project
demonstrating local capacity
for managing forest lands on
a sustainable basis

Marine Zone

Cultural Zone

Core Zone

Buffer Zone
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A promising partnership
oo many projects that try to combine conservation
objectives with investments in local development have
failed in establishing coherent linkages between the two.
The Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve project seems to do a
better job in this respect. Recognising its inherent weakness
in the field of development, conservation organisation WWF
successfully established partnerships with local
development organisations like World Neighbors Honduras,
Mopawi, etc. This model of co-operation offers a great
chance to effectively link conservation and development in
Honduras.
The investments in local development by Mopawi and
World Neighbors seem to meet people’s needs. A fine
example is the Las Marías ecotourism project, which is
characterised by supply-side management and a controlled
approach. In this case, creating a new source of income is
perfectly compatible with protecting the primeval forest and
its natural riches.
Of course there are still many points of concern. Several
projects grow too big (and too commercial) for the NGOs
working in the reserve. Since commercial banks have not
shown any interest in these kind of activities to date, and
banking is not the core competence of NGOs, there is a void
to be filled. If the NGOs decide to start banking, they need
financial expertise. This touches another problem to be
solved: the shortage of experts in the reserve. Neither
Cohdefor nor the NGOs have succeeded in attracting
sufficient qualified personnel from outside Mosquitia, and
its not easy even finding workers inside. This is a big
challenge for the future: the NGOs should not only work for
the inhabitants, but also with them - as their employees.
An even bigger challenge is to realise more effective
conservation of the reserve’s valuable ecosystems.
Conserving and protecting a reserve is not simply a question
of drawing a line on the map. Nevertheless, in 1980, the

Honduran government considered it a sufficient basis to
create the Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve. Nor can you
establish an effective park service without giving it the
means to carry out its task. Again, the Honduran government
has tried: in 1998 it set up the Cohdefor Río Plátano regional
office, that started with a tiny annual budget and a handful of
employees.
Briefly stated, these are the weak points of the Río Plátano
Biosphere Reserve programme. Cohdefor’s role in fighting
the illegal logging and deforestation is particularly critical.
Not only because both practices affect the natural
environment, but even more importantly, because of the
disastrous effect they have on the social relations in the area.
Mopawi’s Adalberto Padilla is right when he compares
illegal logging with drug trafficking, saying: ‘It introduces a
form of social corruption, forcing people to arm themselves.’
Nothing is more demoralising than knowing that the
reserve is being plundered, while the authorities do not
respond in an effective way. This undermines all the work
carried out by NGOs, who are trying to teach people to
respect nature and each other. However, the sad Cohdefor
story could still have a happy ending. When it first arrived in
the area, Cohdefor was a weak and ineffective institution,
distrusted both by inhabitants and NGOs. This situation has
improved. External donors including the WWF, DGIS and
the German government have begun to co-operate with - and
co-finance - the reserve. This has lead to a change of
management and some clearly visible activities.
Of course, the establishment of checkpoints is not a
panacea for all the reserve’s problems, and listening to the
inhabitants and the NGOs in the reserve, it is clear that there
is still a lack of trust in Cohdefor. But this is less marked than
in 1998. Further improvement heavily depends on the
attitude of Honduras’s new government and its will to
strengthen Cohdefor.
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